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ABSTRACT

Trust-based mechanisms are widely used in wireless networks of different kinds for providing 
security against attack. Trust mechanism provides security from various attacks using both detective 
and preventive manner. This paper presents a quality service paradigm that can be integrated with 
any underlying trust mechanism. The paradigm includes different flags corresponding to different 
services incorporated in various routing packets. The paradigm provides flexible customization and 
adaptability as per the demand of communicating nodes for effective data transfer. Various quality 
service classes are designed to formulate route as per the requirement to minimize the routing overhead 
and balancing of load among nodes. This paradigm power is the trust mechanism with proactive 
action for detection of malicious nodes in the network. The proposed paradigm is incorporated in an 
established trust mechanism and compared with standard version of that trust mechanism for packet 
delivery ratio and routing overhead.
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1. INTRodUCTIoN

With the invention of new technologies, the adaptation of wireless ad-hoc networks has increased to 
large extent (Zhang et al., 2012), (Moussaoui et al, 2014). The ad-hoc networks have many important 
applications like WSN, IOT, MANET, VANET and FANET in different fields that attracts the 
researchers (Triparty et al., 2020), (Jiang et al., 2020), (Chen et al., 2020). Nodes or devices in these 
types of networks are capable of self-configuration without any centralized control to operate in the 
network (Mayti et al., 2017). Some networks involve movement of nodes making the network topology 
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highly dynamic (Khan et al., 2017). The communication among nodes in such networks is achieved 
in multi hop manner. Intermediate nodes are used to set up a route between sender and receiver (Wei 
et al., 2014). However, these intermediates nodes may be malicious and can attack the network in 
many different ways in order to hamper communication in the network. Hence, the ad-hoc networks 
have more security issues than their counterparts.

Various mechanisms like routing based (Gupta et al., 2019), trust based (Huang et al., 
2020), cluster based (Subba et al., 2015), sequence number based (Rajesh Babu & Usha, 2016), 
overhearing based (Kollati & Somasundaram, (2017), cross-layer based (Usha et al.,2017), 
cryptography and authentication, etc. are used by researchers to enhance the security of wireless 
ad-hoc networks. Out of all security mechanisms, trust based mechanisms have attracted the 
researchers more due to their preventive nature, effectiveness, accuracy and scalability. Trust 
based systems can deal with simple as well as smart or intelligent attacks like co-operative 
blackhole (Singh et al., (2021) and grayhole attacks (Khanna & Sachdeva, 2019). One more 
advantage of trust based frameworks is that they can work in collaboration with other mechanisms 
and integrate seamlessly with base routing protocols to provide all-inclusive security in smart 
networks (Alnumay et al., 2019).

Trust based mechanisms support both prevention and detection of malicious nodes in a network 
(Hammamouche et al., 2018), (Zhang et al., 2019). Prevention is achieved through forming routes 
that are more trustworthy. For detection, trust based mechanisms periodically update the trust value 
of all the active nodes to detect the malicious nodes. In trust based system, we can continuously 
observe the performance and behavioural patterns of neighbouring nodes in the network (Bhasin et 
al., 2020). If any malicious node is found during this periodic check, that node(s) is marked malicious 
and information related to it is broadcasted in the network and as a result that node becomes isolated 
in the network. Trust based frameworks enhances the overall performance of network in terms Quality 
of Service, robustness, packet delivery ratio, and throughput.

Trust can be calculated in variety of ways. It can be direct, indirect or historical. It incorporates 
various network parameters for calculations.The major components in most trust based systems 
are real time information collection, trust evaluation, decision making and dissemination unit 
(Khanna & Sachdeva, 2019). Real time information collection component gathers required 
information related to communication behaviour of active nodes. Trust evaluation component uses 
the information gathered by the information collection component to calculate the trust. Decision 
making component is responsible for filtering the malicious and genuine nodes after considering 
the final trust of all nodes. The nodes having low trust value than the defined threshold value 
are declared as malicious nodes. Dissemination unit broadcasts the identity of malicious node 
in the network so that the detected malicious node can be isolated. Various trust frameworks 
have been developed so far by the different researchers in this field, but most of the frameworks 
suffers from high routing overhead, high energy consumption and high false positive rate. This 
decreases the overall throughput of the network.

The main idea of this paper is to propose a Multi-Class Service Paradigm which provides 
differentiation of service classes that can be used to make routes as per the requirements. This 
customization can help in proactive detection of attacking nodes and forming adaptable routes as per 
requirement which significantly decrease the routing overhead.

Major contributions of this research are presented as follow:

1.  Framing of Multi-Class Service Paradigm that can be applied to any generic trust mechanism 
and base routing protocol.

2.  Multi-Service classes provide flexibility in formation of routes as per the requirements.
3.  A balanced approach in trust mechanisms that provides proactive detection as well as prevention 

from attacking nodes.
4.  Application of Link Stability Index for identification of link strength.
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In section II, a brief review of trust based mechanisms which deals with various routing attacks is 
presented. In Section III, the methodology of Multi-Class Service Paradigm is presented, that includes 
the modifications in the routing packets of base protocol. This also includes brief introduction of 
various flags applied for defining classes. After that, multi-service classes along with their application 
for customization in various scenarios is presented. Section IV presents the simulation environment 
under which the proposed paradigm is integrated with trust mechanism and validated. Section V 
includes results and discussions to highlight the impact of multi service class approach. In the final 
section, the conclusion along with scope of further research work on the subject is discussed.

2. BACKGRoUNd

(Wadhwani et al., 2020) presented a method in which trust of each node is calculated by counting 
number of RREQ and RREP packets sent to nearby nodes. (Josephine et al., 2020) suggested a 
mechanism in which each node is evaluated on the basis three factors. Authors used support vector 
regression method initially to create weak learner, and ensemble classifier afterwards to create strong 
classification. (Merlin et al., 2019) proposed an approach which uses direct and indirect trusts to 
find the comprehensive trust. Dynamic generation of multiple detection routes is done to mitigate 
the malicious nodes.(Manoranjini et al., 2019) introduced a method which uses trust metrics such as 
social trust, service trust and QoS trust to detect malicious nodes. (Shanthi et al., 2018) adopted a 
cluster based mechanism in which trust value of cluster members and other cluster heads is maintained 
by each cluster head. Final trust is calculated on the basis of forwarding nature and recommendation 
from other cluster heads. If the trust of a node falls below a threshold value, that node is declared 
as malicious. Group key management process is used for secure and confidential communication. 
(Beghriche & Bilami et al., 2018) used a fuzzy based trust mechanism to find the optimal path with 
little to no chance for attacking node. They used the grey relational analysis along with fuzzy model 
to compute the trust of nodes based on observations. However, implementation of this protocol is 
not independent and lacks adaptability to the dynamic needs of the network. (Salman et al., 2018) 
suggested a trust-based routing mechanism TSQRS in which they merged social and QoS parameters 
to calculate the trust. To exchange the trust values of nodes, Hello Messages are modified. QoS 
parameters offers more adaptability and efficient use of resources with improved security. In ESCT 
mechanism (Cai et al., 2018) nodes co-operate with each other to detect the smart attacks by exchanging 
various records. Trust is calculated on the basis of packet forwarding ratio only and each node make 
judgment regarding the malicious node on the basis of their own cognitive judgment. They also used 
voting system in cooperative detection so that malicious nodes cannot increase their trust mutually. 
TRAB-IDS (Anusha & Sathiyamoorthy, 2017) mechanism employs trust framework over IDS. They 
used the concept of certificate authority to make the mechanism robust. The certificate authority is 
responsible for generating the public and private key to authenticate the neighboring nodes. The use 
of trust and cryptography makes the intrusion detection procedure more accurate and decreases the 
false positive. However, it suffers from high computational overhead and high energy consumption. 
(Zhao et al., 2016) introduced a mechanism DATEA which uses direct trust, communication trust, 
indirect trust, and historical trust. The adaptive weighting method is used to assign weights to all 
trust components. This mechanism provides accurate trust calculation and hence effectively prevents 
most of the blackhole attacks. ReTEAODV (Sethuraman & Kannan, 2016) a trust based mechanism 
which uses both direct and indirect trust to compute the final trust. Bayesian probability is also used 
for finding the refined trust. The proposed method selects the route which uses less energy and is 
trustful for communicating the packets. (Xia et al., 2015) suggested a light weight trust-based routing 
approach TeAOMDV in which trust is calculated using multidimensional trust parameters. The weights 
of the direct trust parameters are calculated using fuzzy model based on entropy weight measure. 
For quick calculation of trust, a matrix has been defined at each node. It is basically a prevention 
approach that provides reliable paths with high trust values. (Biswas & Nag, 2014) adopted a trust 
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based system to discover both blackhole and cooperative blackhole attacks with efficient utilization of 
resources. Three parameters named as Rank, Remaining Battery Power, and Stability factor are used 
to calculate the trust of a node in the network. Due to the assumptions, it suffers from false positive. 
(Subramaniyan et al., 2014) presented a mechanism RTBD to efficiently detect the malicious nodes. 
Each node has to maintain a trust table. The trust value of a node is updated when there is new trust 
certificate. This new trust value is also verified from neighbors. Based on the trust value a node, it 
can be declared as malicious or legitimate node. Once the node is declared as malicious, its identity is 
shared in the network. (Mohanpriya & Krishnamurthy, 2014) suggested a method TBDSR, in which 
each node replies to RREQ packet in the form of RREP packet which contains the trust value of its 
next hop node. If the reply is from destination node, then the data is sent to destination node. But if 
the reply is from an intermediate node its trust value is verified from other nodes using BHREQ and 
BHREP packets introduced in this method.

The trust based mechanism provides two dimensional security both in terms of prevention 
and detection against routing attacks in MANET. However, almost every trust mechanism lacks in 
flexibility and proactive detection approach. This leads to following challenges in present research, 
which are focused in this paper:

• Trust based mechanisms do not enter into detection phase in proactive manner. The detection 
phase is always reactive in nature.

• Published trust based mechanism lacks flexibility in forming routes of varying quality as per the 
demand of communicating parties.

The above identified aspects are considered to motivate our approach for immaculate customization 
and enhanced adaptability in MANET.

3. METHodoLoGy

In this section, the Multi-Class Service Paradigm (MCSP) is defined which requires enhancements 
in base routing protocol to incorporate various fields and flags. Seven service classes are designed to 
formulate route as per the requirements to minimize the routing overhead and load balancing among 
nodes. This paradigm includes different flags corresponding to different services incorporated in 
various routing packets. Customization and adaptability as per the requirement of communicating 
nodes is ensured to formulate routes that serve different purposes along with proactive detection of 
nodes that are involved in packet drop attacks.

3.1 Enhancements in Routing Protocol
The routing protocol defines the set of standards that are followed for route establishment and its 
maintenance. In this research, a generic routing protocol is employed which signifies that the MCSP 
mechanism works fine with all categories of routing protocols whether it be pro-active, re-active 
or hybrid. Enhancement in routing protocol is performed by incorporating different fields and by 
introducing new packets in the standard protocol to serve different purposes.

3.1.1 Route Request PACKET
The format of route request packet in the routing protocol is presented in figure 1. This packet apart 
from the general and mandatory fields of a routing protocol includes the trust notion. The general 
fields in the route request packet includes type, unique identifier, IP addresses, sequence number 
of the packet, hop count and various other options. A set of flags are included in this packet that 
defines the service class of data communication. The service class represents the services which are 
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to be provided by the route formed through the reply packet. These flags are used to identify the 
requirements of the source node from a particular route which it wants to be formed.

The LSI VALUE field represents the minimum Link Stability Index value associated with the path 
which is so far covered by this request packet. The TRUST VALUE field represents the trust value 
associated with the path covered by this packet as well. The DESIRED TRUST VALUE becomes 
significant when a particular flag is set and includes the minimum trust value desired by the source 
node. The details of fields of route request packet are given in table 1.

The details of various flags are provided during the differentiation of service classes in section 
3.2. More than one flag can be set and they are to be in conjunction, if possible. In case, the flags 
are contradictory in nature and are set simultaneously, then flag closest to LSI VALUE field holds 
precedence and will be effective.

3.1.2 Route Reply Packet
The packet format for route reply is presented in figure 2. It also incorporates trust notion, IP address 
of the generator, service flags and Link Stability Index of the route proposed. The route reply packet 
is generated when the intermediate hop has the route to the designated destination. The designated 
destination is found from route request packet in response to which route reply packet is generated. 
The IP address of the intermediate node or the destination that generates the route reply packet is 
placed in the Generator IP Address field.

The details of fields of Route Reply packet are given in the table 2.
Rest of the fields have same description for reply packet as that of route request packet.

Figure 1. Fields of Route Request Packet

Table 1. Details of Fields of Route Request Packet

Field Name Description

TRUST VALUE Trust value of the path so far. The floating point trust value between 0 to 1 is mapped to 16-bit 
binary number.

DESIRED TRUST 
VALUE

Minimum trust value required for the route to be established. This field will be significant only 
if D flag is set.

LSI VALUE Average Link Stability Index value of the path so far. Ignored if B flag is not set.

A Flag Acknowledgement Flag.

B Flag Burst Data Flag.

C Flag Critical Data Flag.

D Flag Desired Flag.

E Flag Exclusive Flag.

X Don’t Care.
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3.1.3 Data Packet
Format of data packet in the generic routing protocol is presented in figure 3. The data packet has 
only one additional field in the standard format to include the trust notion.

3.1.4 Ping Message
This packet is used by each node to share information with its neighbouring nodes. The format of this 
packet is represented in figure 4. It shares information like list of malicious nodes that are marked 
by this node as malicious. Residual battery level is also shared by the node for itself. Checksum and 
Header Length (HLEN) is used to provide error detection and length of header of this packet.

Table 2. Details of Fields of Enhanced Route Reply packet

Field Name Description

TRUST VALUE Trust value of the route for which the reply message is generated and directed towards the source 
node.

LSI VALUE Average Link Stability Index value of the path formed. Ignored if B flag is not set.

Figure 3. Format of Data packet

Figure 4. Format of PING packet

Figure 2. Format of Route Reply Packet
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The details of fields along with their size in bits are given in the table 3.
Equation 1 represents the overhead ratio which is defined as the ratio of overhead caused by the 

routing protocol in standard form and MCSP mechanism. This formulates the relation between the 
routing protocol and proposed mechanism MCSP in terms of overhead. As this ratio falls below 1, it 
indicates that the MCSP mechanism works well in bringing the routing overhead down. This equation 
is used in simulation to define results related to routing overhead.

Overhead Ratio
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3.2 Multi-Class Service Paradigm
The Multi-Class Service Paradigm is divided into seven classes according to the value set of different 
flags. Depending upon the combination of flags set, the route, which is being requested by the source 
node is categorized. Table 4 includes description of Flags applied in Multi-Class Service Paradigm.

The service classes associated with different combinations of flags mentioned in table 4 are 
described as follows in detail.

Table 3. Fields of PING packet

Field Name Size 
(in bits) Description

GENERATOR IP ADDRESS 32 The IP address of the generator of this packet.

GENERATOR SEQUENCE 
NUMBER 32 Sequence number of the generator node.

RESIDUAL ENERGY 
LEVEL 16 Residual battery of the generator node.

HLEN 16 Length of the Header in BYTES.

MALICIOUS NODE IP 
ADDRESS (1)

Variable (Multiple of 
32 bits)

List of IP addresses of nodes that are marked as attacking 
nodes and given second chance.

MALICIOUS NODE IP 
ADDRESS (2)

Variable (Multiple of 
32 bits)

List of IP addresses of nodes that are marked as attacking 
nodes have exhausted their second chance.

Table 4. Description of Flags applied in Multi-Class Service Paradigm

Field Name Description

A Flag Acknowledgement Flag. This flag is set in case the source node wants Acknowledgement 
from destination for each data packet received.

B Flag Burst Data Flag. This is to be set in case a stable connection is required. Link Stability 
Index plays an important role here and LSI VALUE field becomes significant.

C Flag Critical Data Flag. It is used in case of critical data transfer which must be received by the 
destination. In this case the route reply message must be sent by the destination node.

D Flag
Desired Flag. It provides flexibility in choosing the trust value of the path as desired by 
the source node. DESIRED TRUST VALUE FIELD have significance only if D flag is 
set.

E Flag Exclusive Flag. It is used by the source node that needs to send few data packet to a 
particular node and requires a short communication.
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3.2.1 Default Class
This is a set of service classes in which only a single flag is set to 1, while all the remaining 
flags are set to 0. This set of classes is utilized to see the default behaviour of different flags. 
This set of classes is utilized to avail the benefit of individual flags. For instance, flag A 
is set to ensure that the destination node correctly receives data sent by the source. This is 
achieved through Acknowledgment packet sent by destination to the source on receiving 
data packet correctly.

All the flags are independent of each other and are non-contradictory except the flag B and flag 
E. The flag B refers to the burst transfer involving exchange of high number of data packets, while 
flag E refers to lower number of data packet exchange. These two flags are contradictory to each 
other and setting both the flags does not make sense. So, flag B is given priority over flag E, i.e., if 
both the flags are set, then flag B will be effective while flag E is ignored.

3.2.2 Fictitious Path Class
This class can be used to identify a malicious node in a proactive manner. This class needs flag A 
and flag E to be set. The rest of the flags can have any value while flag B is set to 0. The source 
node proactively asks for a route to a fake destination which does not exist. If any node claims 
to have a path to the fake destination will ultimately marked as malicious. As that node cannot 
have the path to a non-existing node, it proves that the node generates a fake Route Reply and 
hence is marked as malicious.

3.2.3 Reliable Burst Class
This service class is used to form a reliable path that has a relatively better stability. For this service 
class, the flag A and B must be set to 1, while other flags can either be set to 0 or 1. This class is used 
when there is a need for a stable and reliable path for bulk data transfer over a period of time. When 
a node needs to send a burst of data packets to a particular destination, it asks for the stable route by 
setting A and B flags in the Route Request packet. Flag A is set to ensure that the destination will 
send acknowledgement for each data packet received. Flag B enables LSI field that is used to evaluate 
the stability of the route. The route selected will have a higher LSI value.

Thus, the route formed will survive for the entire burst duration and the entire data is reliably 
communicated to the destination. LSI value for a pair of neighbouring nodes increases by 1 for each 
unit time and is reset to zero in case the link is broken with the neighbouring node. In this way, LSI 
acts as an indicator of strength of link between two neighbours. A higher LSI value means a strong 
and stable connection among them in both directions.

3.2.4 Critical Communication Class
This service class is used to establish a route that is most genuine. The data that is to be communicated 
through the path must be delivered to the destination and no compromise in path formation is made. 
So, the route reply packet must come from the destination itself and each data packet must be 
acknowledged. For this class, A and C flag must be set to 1, while the other flags can have any of 
the values. When this class is utilized, the Route Reply generated by intermediate nodes are ignored.

3.2.5 Short Communication Class
This service class is used in case a source needs to send only one or a few data packets to a particular 
destination and the requirement of receipt of data packet by the destination is not critical. For this 
class E flag must be set to 1 while A, B and C flags must be set to 0. All the remaining flags can 
have either value. Generally non-critical data is communicated through this class. The shortest or 
quickest path is selected in this case.
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3.2.6 Fixed Minimum Trust Class
This service class is utilized to establish a route that has a trust value of desired level. For this class, 
D flag must be set to 1, while all the remaining flags can have any value. This class provides different 
level of quality to the data communication as different paths to a particular destination can be formed 
as per the trust requirement. If there is need of reliable communication, trust value of prospective 
path has to be high. When a node asks for a route having a particular level of trust at least, then it will 
ignore any Route Reply with trust value lower than the desired trust value. For each received Route 
Reply, the trust in the trust value field and desired trust value field are compared.

3.2.7 Hybrid Class
Hybrid service class is a combination of two or more aforementioned classes. For instance, if a critical 
reliable burst data transfer is needed, then flags are set to the values that reflects the attributes of both 
critical communication and reliable burst quality service classes. For this purpose, both A, B and C 
flag must be set to 1 while the remaining flags can assume any value.

3.3 Generalization of Trust Paradigm
The trust paradigm established in this paper can be generalised through a triple layer approach. The 
bottom layer deals with the routing aspect in which an underlying routing protocol is used. This routing 
protocol is enhanced to incorporate notion of trust as well as the proposed multi-class service paradigm. 
In middle layer, the effective characteristics of trust based mechanism are exploited for mitigation of 
attacking nodes. The topmost layer is the actual proposed multi-class service paradigm that is built 
over the second layer to ensure adaptability and enhancement of effectiveness of underlying routing 
and mitigation of attacks through trust mechanism.

4. SIMULATIoN

The simulation of the proposed paradigm is performed through Java-Matlab Interface. Simulation 
of different scenarios are performed for validation of effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed 
paradigm on the basis of different parameters. Table 5 includes various simulation parameters fixed 
for different network scenarios along with their values.

The parameters defined in table 5 are standard simulation parameters for MANETs. Here 
pause time represents the interval after which the monitored values are analysed and calculations 

Table 5. Simulation parameters and their corresponding values

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Number of Nodes 20 40, 60, 80 Confidence Interval 95%

Mobility 0 – 20 metre/sec Link Type Asymmetrical Bi-
directional

Simulation Area 2000m X 2000m % of Malicious Node 0 - 50%

Transmission Range 250 metre Battery Capacity 4000 mAh

Routing Protocol Enhanced AODV Mobility Model Random Waypoint Model

Pause Time 20 seconds MAC Protocol 802.11a

Antenna Type Omni-Directional Data Packet Size 1024 Bytes

Traffic Model CBR Types of Attack Blackhole, Grayhole
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are performed for trust update. The mobility model used in simulation is random way point. In this 
model a particular node selects a random destination point to which it will reach. The node can take 
any random direction to reach that point in a defined interval of time.

Following assumptions are made to perform simulation:

• The Multi-Class Service Paradigm can be incorporated in any standard trust mechanism without 
any contradiction.

• During the trust and Link Stability Index update, no communication is performed by the nodes.

The BEST mechanism (Khanna & Sachdeva, 2020) is chosen as benchmark and underlying trust 
mechanism for simulation and discussion on obtained result. The samples of the results are collected 
on pause time interval during which trust and LSI values are updated. Scenarios related to all the 
defined classes are simulated for validation purposes. Trust value, LSI and various flags in control 
packets are utilised to provide the required services. Default class is validated through 5 scenarios 
in which a single flag is set to 1 in each of those scenarios. This is done to check the working when 
only one flag is set. For fictitious path class, a scenario is created in which node N broadcast RREQ 
packet in the network to find the path for a non-existing node X. This is done in order to find malicious 
nodes performing packet drop attacks.

For validating reliable burst class, a scenario is created in which node A sends 256 MB data to 
node B in the form of burst. It is checked through these scenarios that whether the link remains stable 
throughout the burst or not and if the link breaks how often it happen. In order to validate critical 
communication class, node A sends RREQ packet to get path for destination D. Node A must check 
whether RREP packet is generated by node D. Short communication class is validated through a 
scenario in which node A sends RREQ packet for getting the path to node D and send the packet to 
the path made from very first route reply packet received. To validate fixed minimum trust class, 
source node verifies the trust value in the received RREP packet that are generated in response to 
RREQ packets to find the desired path. The source node accepts only those RREP packet which has 
trust value higher than the desired trust value.

5. RESULTS ANd dISCUSSIoN

The Multi service class paradigm (MCSP) presented can be incorporated in any type of trust 
mechanism. The modification in the base routing paradigm is performed to incorporate all flags 
involved in multi service classes. The proposed MCSP is compared with the BEST mechanism 
(Khanna & Sachdeva, 2020) on the basis of Packet Delivery Ratio and Routing Overhead. The 
varying parameter in all the cases is percentage of malicious nodes and their percentage varies from 
0-50%. For simplification, the values are averaged out for different simulation scenarios at a certain 
level of comparison.

5.1. Packet delivery Ratio
Packet Delivery Ratio is the ratio of number of data packets that are correctly received at the destination 
nodes to the total number of data packets generated by the source nodes. As shown in equation 2, 
Packet Delivery Ratio is calculated as the ratio of total number of data packets correctly reached at 
the destination to total number of data packets sent from source:

PacketDeliveryRatio
Data packetscorrectly reacheddesti

  
    

=
nnation

Data packetssentbysource    
 (2)
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It is evident in the figure 5 that PDR is improved significantly in case of MCSP as compared to 
standard BEST mechanism. This is due to two main reasons. First is the use of fictitious route class 
which helps the source node to identify the malicious nodes proactively that ultimately decreases the 
packet drop count. Secondly, the use of reliable burst class along with LSI value lead to formation of 
stable paths in case of long duration data transfers. This is not the case in the standard mechanism as 
it does not have the facility of forming routes that are highly stable. For critical transmission, critical 
communication class ensures the delivery of all the packets due to most reliable path. This is due to 
the fact RREP packet comes from the destination node itself.

5.2. Routing overhead
Routing overhead includes the amount of control information sent per unit data information. As shown 
in equation 3, it is calculated as the amount of control information sent in the form of control packets 
and route maintenance for sending one unit of data information. The routing overhead generally 
includes the entire set of control packets and headers of data packets. These do not convey enough 
actual useful data for the end nodes. For more effective and accurate comparison, calculation is done 
using the byte as unit for both data and control information instead of the packets:

RoutingOverhead
Control Information inBytes

Data Inform
 

   

 
=

( )
aation inBytes  ( )

 (3)

It is evident in figure 6 that routing overhead in case of MCSP is significantly less as compared to 
standard BEST mechanism. This is despite of the fact that additional fields and flags are incorporated 
in data packet and control packet headers. The overhead is still low due to selective flooding of control 
packets which depends upon type of flags set in the control packets. For instance, in case of Fixed 
Minimum Trust Class, if the node comes to conclude that now the trust of the path so far formed is 
falling below the minimum trust requirement, then it will not forward control packets related to that path 
any further in the network. Also, formation of more stable paths and proactive detection of attacking 
nodes lead to lesser route errors and hence lesser control information flow as well. However, in case 
of BEST mechanism, lack of class paradigm does not give it flexibility for selective flooding and 

Figure 5. Comparison of Packet Delivery Ratio
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formation of routes with desired trust value. This ultimately triggers significant increase in routing 
overhead in case of BEST mechanism in standard form.

6. CoNCLUSIoN

In this paper, a Multi-Class Service Paradigm is presented that integrates with the base routing protocol 
and underlying trust mechanism. This paradigm strengthens the base trust mechanism by integrating 
the proactive attack detection facility in it. This is due to the fictitious path class in the paradigm. 
It also provides the customization and flexibility for route formation as communicating end nodes 
can form routes as per requirements. The paradigm is included in the generic base routing protocol 
through five flags A, B, C, D and E each of 1 bit size along with Link Stability Index. This paradigm 
includes seven classes, i.e., default value, fictitious path, reliable burst, critical communication, short 
communication, fixed minimum trust and hybrid class. Default value class provides services related 
to the associated flag. Fictitious path class provides the facility to proactively detect malicious nodes. 
Reliable burst class facilitates to form stable paths. Critical communication class ensures the formation 
of most robust path as RREP is generated from the destination itself. Short communication class 
provides facility for quick and brief communication involving a few data packets. Fixed minimum 
trust class provides route with the trust value equal or greater than the desired trust value. Hybrid class 
helps in obtaining the services of two or more classes together. The paradigm is highly scalable and 
provides the ease of integration with any trust mechanism and routing protocol. The incorporation of 
paradigm leads to improved packet delivery ratio with a significant decrease in the routing overhead.

The future research activities need to target on scaling the paradigm by incorporating more 
general as well as specific flags and classes to make the trust mechanism more robust while keeping 
the routing overhead constant.
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